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Wilayat al-Faqih and Sultan of the Muslim Brotherhood
Satans of politics in religion clothes

Iraq, 26.11.2018, 23:11 Time

USPA NEWS - Before Mikiavelli the jurisprudence of politics was leaning on a moral cane..Thus prince and ruler or even tumbler
could not turn a blind eye to the wisdom and virtue of Platonism, even by covering up so ..

Corruption, intrigues and colors of vice fill the corridors of the power palaces until Mikaeli or Nicholas the satan as described by
William Shakespeare in one of his plays came “¦
Mikafli, who recorded his political advice in the Prince's book, did not reveal what the state is covering up. Rather,but he placed
against such immoral behavior justifications for his need to achieve the goals according to the principle of: the end justifies the means.
Even that Machiavelli was so reckless considering that morality was considered to be short of politics. Since the degeneration initiated
by the Mekavilias for politicians, the so-called separation of religion from state has taken place as religion is based on an ethical
system that contradicts Mekavili practices.

This is the basis of the majority of the world's political systems according to the principle of secularism, which refuses to involve
religion in politics in respect of religious beliefs and freedom of man in religion.
The problem of this chapter has remained unresolved with religious political movements and groups over the differing ideologies.
But the major calamity of religious parties and movements is their adoption of the Mekavility in their political behavior and disguising it
as a cloak of religiosity? There was no trick, slander, or criminal or terrorist act but religious justification to the level of washing the
shame of the Mekavility in the ugliness of their crimes and their immoral behavior.

The most dangerous in this direction is the formation of political systems for countries that are quilting in religion. These countries have
expansionist projects and agendas to implement their objectives. From this point of view we must understand the context of the events
and what is going on in the Middle East arena. Thus we can classify all terrorist groups and religious political movements through their
orientations and retroactive ideas , serving whom and tracking of any intelligence services or government which fund them. I do not
promote secularism in any way .. I only reject the politicization of religion for despicable targets and purposes.
There is still a moderate and noble religious legal policy that is consistent with the manifestations of civilization and scientific progress
and does not contradict with the logic of the times based on principles we learned from the biography of our holy leader Muhammad
(PBUH), whose policy embodied to us the fact that legitimate noble goals and objectives can only be achieved through noble and
legitimate means.

Our great leader has warned us of these scoundrels who wear religious clothes and describe them as hard and arrogant and they are
plundering of religion as the arrow plucks from the throw .. After the eruption of the revolutions of the Arab peoples against tyranny and
dictatorship, and all the pathetic policies that have destroyed our nation and forced it into conflicts that consume its human and
economic potential and kept them lagging behind civilization and human progress “¦thus confiscation of the popular will with its
religious addresses and terrorist practices emerged to fill the vacuum of the demise of tyranny and bring all the enemies of Islam under
the banner of fighting terrorism. The disasters have not ended yet! Perhaps the biggest disaster is the sectarian division that has
created a rift in the body of the nation and has resulted in serious changes in the geography of the Middle East.

This dangerous division has allowed granting projects of countries to invest their catastrophic consequences and to turn our peoples
into tools in their colonial agenda. With all the colours of decoration and ornament, political Islam is manifested in a two-state system
that invests our misfortunes and destruction, namely Iran and Turkey.
Yes, it is imam of the priesthood Safavi in the Wilayat of the Faqih ((Jurisprudent Custodian) and the Sultan of Ottoman rule over the
secularity of Ataturk. As for the doomsters, they are followers in their party and movement addresses whether Sunni or Shia and if they
are obedient or not.
The fundamental question is always centred in reality? Reality, is that Sykes-Picot no longer exists except on paper. Geography refers
to another reality in which Iran occupies areas that Britain and France share.



Turkey is also crawling and there is only the presence of Russian and American military bases in Syria and Iraq. The grand scheme
was not fully accomplished? Israel's existence and its security in addition to Arab tired states that beg protection from America and
Europe while their destiny is still unknown pending its rehabilitation or handing their power to the new Middle East system? .

All that America and the Western colonial countries want with Russia is the guarantees to preserve their interests and their geopolitical
influence on the Middle East arena. So, What is the obstacle that stands in the way of Turkey and Iran from giving these guaranties ?
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